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I. THE WHY
When I started writing Men@Work, I avoided the sticky subject of fashion in the
workplace, worrying it would come off as too girly and anti-feminist. However, what I’ve
realized over my nearly four decades of working is that ignoring that appearance is a
factor in your success can effectively obscure or get in the way of all the amazing things
you are. I’m not saying it’s right, but all sorts of studies show what we know intuitively
and anecdotally—being attractive literally pays off. The average difference between an
“attractive” vs. “unattractive” person’s salary over the course of their career is $230,000.
And of course, a 2015 article in The New York Times “Style” section quoted a uniformdonning news anchor as saying “Women ‘are judged much more harshly and keenly for
what they do, what they say, and what they wear.’” Tell us something we don’t know!
According to Maggie Jessup, author of Fame 101: Powerful Personal Branding and
Publicity for Amazing Success, women have to be strategic because getting this whole
fashion thing right impacts hiring, promotions, and earnings, particularly at the senior
management or executive level. She also notes that “a strategically presented woman has
an immense advantage over the simply average or disheveled colleagues.”
The question is what does “attractive” really mean? Is there a way to make something
so subjective, intangible, and ambiguous more concrete? Is there a way to execute a
fashion strategy for each of us in a way that recognizes our uniqueness?
Raquel A. Castillo, media director at Growthink, underscores that “it’s more than just
physical appearance” and, as women, you have to “dress and act for the job you want.”
And while it’s true that other people are judging us whether we like it or not, the power to
be attractive lies within ourselves. We need to make the choice to value our appearance,
take pride in it, embrace the opportunity to be healthy, and invest effort, time, and money
into our wardrobe, hair, and other things that improve the way we look.
To further complicate things, fashion at work for women has evolved into a free-forall. Each woman’s perspective on it varies dramatically and the rules are vague. The key
is to be the best version of yourself over time, to achieve the right personal brand that
says what you want to say, gets people to think what you want them to think. And that
best version of yourself in terms of fashion isn’t the same over time. Like everything, it’s
a journey, evolution, something you have to navigate carefully. I’ve found it’s something
that requires thoughtful, proactive strategy and execution over and over again. Ideally,
you should endeavor to find an approach, a style that’s true to you, that brings your own
personal brand to life within your comfort zone, and in light of your unique portfolio of
strengths and weaknesses.
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Moreover, your whole person is your whole brand, including your ideas, the way you
articulate them, and the way you look. As a result, it’s important to determine how to
make them all the best they can be given who you are, how to maximize them while
staying true to yourself, how to remain genuine and not too contrived or phony.

II. THE WHO
It can be especially challenging for women
to learn how to truly “take pride” in their
appearance. It takes a lot of practice to learn
how to fake the confidence that’s needed
to own a look; it likewise takes a lot of time
until we genuinely start to believe in that
confidence. I have found it tremendously
helpful to have women in my life who have
served as inspirations in terms of what I could
be, or should aspire to be.
First, both of my grandmothers (Elizabeth
Bridget and Betty Lou) were always perfectly
dressed, regardless of the occasion—
swimming in the neighbor’s pool, attending
church, playing bridge with friends, or
running an errand downtown.
They lived in a tiny town of less than 5,000
people in the middle of Oklahoma about 90
miles from an airport, so I always admired
how they “showed up” from an appearance
standpoint. From their hair to their clothes to
their shoes to their glasses to their jewelry to
the bags they carried to the way they carried
themselves, their personal brands were
absolutely flawless and perfectly engineered to
who they were. Each was pulled together in her
own unique way that capitalized on the best of
who she was—based on her personality, shape,
coloring, etc. No detail was overlooked. My
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My really bad 80s hair with the beautiful Betty Lou at my
graduation from Georgetown in 1985.

The everyday Elizabeth Bridget—she honestly looked like this
every day, even doing chores around the house.
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mom was the same way—always pulled together, always a great sense of style that reflected
her internal and external beauty.
Beyond my grandmothers and my mom, my favorite Women@Work growing up who
inspired me to pursue a career were my Aunt Nance and cousin Patsy, both flawless fashion
icons and amazingly successful women in all aspects of their lives. Stunningly gorgeous,
ridiculously smart, hilariously funny, charismatic beyond measure, and gourmet cooks,
they have shown me what it means to be the most perfectly complete package (TCP) of a
professional woman in every last way.

Even in the 70s, Marge looked great when the rest of us definitely did not.

Meanwhile, their sense of adventure, the bravery they showed by running for public
office and pursuing big-time careers in male dominated worlds, and their commitment
to making the world a better place made them true trailblazers, trendsetters, and
world-changers. They’ve left their beautiful marks on art and politics and religion and
economic development and athletics and social justice. I feel so lucky to have had two
real-life examples of exactly what a professional woman should be on every dimension.
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I never saw Betty Lou (Lou Lou) look anything but gorgeous,
even after giving birth. Until the end in her 90s, she executed on
her personal brand day in and day out absolutely flawlessly.

Again, Marge looking cute in something that would be absolutely
ridiculous on anyone else. Unfortunately, you can’t see her
matching tennis purse...it was a critical part of her game, but I
don’t think it held any balls.
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Elizabeth Bridget (Meme) was known for her spectacular
statement or conversation pieces, particularly hats, glasses, and
purses.
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III. THE HOW
The root of any kind of guidance for fashion choices ultimately stems from my
intention to help women achieve a personal style that speaks to who they are while
reinforcing their ability to advance professionally.
When we consider fashion for men vs. women at work, there is a much greater onus
on women. The choices for men are more limited, so there’s less risk around crossing
a line, less money spent, less time getting ready in the morning, smaller suitcases
on airplanes that don’t have to be checked, and fewer shoes! I have known male
colleagues to have done around-the-world trips over two weeks and packed everything
into a small bag that fit in the overhead. For better or worse, there’s no freakin’ way I
could ever accomplish that feat and, frankly, I don’t even want to try.
The New York Times article
mentioned above explored
the connection between
successful men and their
ubiquitous uniforms. For these
male icons, “the oft-cited reason
(for donning a single costume)
is decision fatigue, the notion
that not having to choose what
to wear each morning frees up
the mind for other (subtext:
more important) matters such
as making money or saving the
world. It is a viewpoint espoused
My beautiful, successful, fearless, trailblazing cousin Patsy
(mother of four) has always been an inspiration for me and
by men like Mr. Zuckerberg and
professionally a great coach in career and life.
even President Obama, who
told Vanity Fair in 2012 that he purposefully wears only gray or blue suits because he
has “too many other decisions to make.”
The proliferation of choice in women’s fashion at work, while it can present a fun,
creative outlet and an opportunity to build a compelling personal brand, also imposes
all sorts of cost and risk. This is why it’s incredibly important to figure out what you like
and what works for you. Not only does understanding your personal style help reduce
your choices—and therefore the effort it takes to look put-together—but when you
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bring it to fruition in a professional context, you can leverage your appearance along
with all of your other great qualities to further your career. The idea is to use your
appearance to fully represent your professional aptitude while maintaining a healthy
sense of individuality.
There are undeniable physical differences between all of us, and the most notable
ones are body type and age. Everyone has their strengths and the things they love
about themselves, and of course the things that they wish they didn’t have. So, given
the big range of strengths and weaknesses we face individually and collectively, I
decided the best way to speak to how to handle all these discrepancies with respect to
dress would be to ask a portfolio of women who deal with them in their own great ways.
I want to explore how they think about their appearances, their loves and frustrations,
and how they capitalize and work around all of it to achieve their best selves, day after
day, year after year, decade after decade.
Meanwhile, beyond a collection of personal perspectives on the best way to create a
personal brand, I want to pass along concrete guidelines with the goal of helping women
make smart choices about their professional appearance while also highlighting their
uniqueness. Without impeding on personal style, I want to provide a framework that
allows you to figure out what “works” for you at your work. And while I have a few of my
own insights, I realized I could best celebrate the diverse ways in which women show off
who they are by hearing from all kinds of women—of all body types, ages, and walks of
life—how they interpret these guidelines to realize their best professional selves.

Five generations of fashion: Betty Lou, Marge, Mary, and really old Great Great Grandmother who I don’t know
the name of :). Marge had that bouffant hairdo at the ripe old age of 23...and it wasn’t a wig.
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When the full Fashion@Work book is complete, I hope it provides motivation to
build your confidence, own your attractiveness, and help bring out the best in yourself
and all the other deserving women you know. I’d also like to thank all of the strong and
uplifting women I know who are helping make the creation of this book as inspiring as
the result.
In the meantime, if you’re interested in learning more or sharing your story or your
personal style with Women@Work, please reach out to us. We’re eager to engage
with you! Send us photos, tell us about yourself, ask for more details about the work
that we’re doing, and partner with us to help make positive impacts for women
everywhere.

IV. THE YOU
Women@Work needs your help!
We’re guessing many of you have stories to tell that would help other women—
younger, older, and everyone in between. Our hope is that this book will improve
and grow with crowd-sourced input from you about the tough scenarios you’ve faced
throughout your career and how you’ve chosen to deal with them. We’re guessing
many of you have stories to tell that would help other women—younger, older, and
everyone in between.
If you are interested in sharing your story, please be in touch. Here are three
opportunities to engage, so we’re hoping at least one will make sense for you.
1. Tell us your story
If you’d prefer not be so public and social, but have a story to tell or advice to
impart, I hope you’ll complete a survey–staying anonymous is totally fine.
2. Ask for advice
If you’re looking for quick, quiet advice, please send a note and we’ll do our best
to provide guidance or connect you with someone or something who might help.
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